A probabilistic approach is formulated to study the behaviour of the incident hadron quark flavours in the fragmentation process of high energy protons in low Pr reactions. Analysis of available data on pp collisions, mainly on hyperon and antibaryon multiplicities, leads to estimates of the probabilities for the different ways in which the incident valence quarks recombine into final hadrons. We find that all three incident quarks emerge in one and the same outgoing nucleon (or nucleon resonance) with probability A 3 =0.35-0.4, that two of them emerge in one baryon and the third in another hadron (mostly a meson or meson resonance) with probability A 2 =0.6-0.5, and that they emerge in three distinct hadrons (mostly mesons or meson resonances) with probability A 1 =0.05-0.1. We find good support for a very simple probabilistic picture of the fragmentation ~rocess.
I. Introduction
There is at present growing interest in studying particle production in low PT reactions of hadrons in terms of quarks and gluons. The general problem of the quarkgluon dynamics in such collisions is not yet understood, but there is already good experimental evidence that the quark structure of hadrons reveals itself in soft collisions. This is particularly clear from the study of particle production in the fragmentation regions (large fractional longitudinal momentum x). The data indicate strongly that the quark flavours of the initial hadrons (which we call valence quarks in the following) tend to retain a sizable fraction of the initial hadron momentum and recombine into particles which dominate inclusive spectra in the fragmentation region. Recently, considerable amount of work has * On leave of absence from Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University been devoted to study x distributions in specific quark recombination and fragmentation models.
In this paper we address ourselves to a more general problem. Assttming the exceptional role played by the valence quarks in low Pr collisions we attempt to estimate probabilities for the different ways in which they recombine into final hadrons.
We do not presuppose any specific recombination or fragmentation model but develop a probabilistic approach similar in spirit to the previous works by Anisovich and Shekhter [1] , and Bjorken and Farrar [2] , but adapted to the fragmentation of the incident hadrons. We base our study mainly on the analysis of baryon multiplicities and show how the present data give already a great deal of information. Study of baryon production is particularly convenient since the central production of baryon-antibaryon pairs is small even at high energies and can be approximately estimated from the antibaryon production. Our study deals with proton-proton collisions.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The principles of our method are explained in Sect. 2. We define in Sect. 3 what we count as fragmentation baryons and mesons of a proton. We also are led to introduce the concept of fragmentation antibaryons. Section 4 discusses fragmentation kaons and hyperons. The special cases of S and f2 hyperons are considered in Sect. 5 which also treats the fragmentation antibaryons. It is in Sects. 4 and 5 that we derive estimates of the probabilities for the various ways in which the incident valence quarks of a low-pr pp collision recombine into final hadrons. Section 6 shows that these estimates are compatible with a very simple picture where the probability for an incident valence quark to recombine with another incident valence quark (of the same incident proton) is about 3 times the probability for its recombination with another quark or antiquark. The paper ends with a brief summary and some concluding remarks.
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Formulation of the Probabilistic Approach
We consider high energy inelastic pp collisions of low-Pr type. By means of simple probabilistic considerations, we try to study what happens in such collisions to the valence quarks of the incident protons. All possible fates of the valence quarks can be surveyed by imagining all possible Feynman diagrams for the collisions. These diagrams can be based on a field theory for quarks and gluons, such as Quantum Chromodynamics. They contain quark and gluon lines, but the external lines can be taken to correspond to the valence quarks or antiquarks of the incident or outgoing hadrons (the sea partons of these hadrons being represented by internal lines connected to their valence quark lines). We shall only have to consider the external lines, i.e. the valence quark lines of incident and outgoing hadrons, and we shall simply use the word "lines" to designate them. We call "incident lines" those belonging to the incident protons, and "non-incident lines" the others. In our discussion, we take all hadrons to be non-exotic (valence quark structure, ~lq or ~/~/~).
In all diagrams for pp collisions, all incident lines must necessarily emerge from the collision as lines of outgoing hadrons, but the latter may also contain nonincident lines. Take the incident lines ql, qz, q3 of one incident proton. There are three classes of diagrams (and hence of terms in the collision amplitude):
A j) those were the lines ql, q2, q3 emerge as lines of three distinct outgoing hadrons; A2) those where two of the lines ql, q2, q3 (say qt, q2) emerge in one outgoing baryon, the third (q3) emerging in another hadron; A3) those where the three lines ql, q2, qa emerge in one and the same outgoing baryon.
Our assumption I is that these three classes of diagrams correspond to three distinct classes of collisions, i.e., that interference effects between the classes are negligible. We call A~, A 2, Aa the probabilities for a collision to belong to the corresponding class. Since they exhaust the possibilities, we have AI + Az + A3 = I.
(1)
At very high energy, valence quark exchange processes between the forward and backward centre-ofmass hemispheres are expected to be rare. Our assumption II consists in neglecting them. Then, if the incident proton considered above is the one flying forward, the outgoing hadrons containing ql, q2, q3 will all fly forward. Similarly the incident lines of the backward incident proton will emerge in outgoing hadrons flying off in the backward hemisphere. In other words, each incident line will emerge in a fragmentation product of the incident proton it belonged to. In particular, no outgoing baryon will contain incident lines originating from both incident protons. The classes and probabilities A1, A2, A a belonging to the fragmentation of one incident proton are then naturally expected to be uncorrelated to those of the other, but our considerations make no assumption to this effect.
In collision class A~, as defined above, the incident lines q~, q2, and q3 can emerge either in a meson or in a baryon, and the same applies to q3 in collision class A 2. We call q the probability for such a line to emerge in a meson and q'= 1-q the probability to emerge in a baryon. Our assumption III is that ~1 has a single value independently of the incident line concerned and of what happens to the other incident lines.
Most of the outgoing hadrons contain nonincident lines. Our assumption IV is that the probabilities for such non-incident lines to correspond to strange, up or down quarks (or antiquarks) are 4, 89 -4) , and 89 -4) respectively, ~ having a single value for all cases concerned.
The consequences of our assumptions for the fragmentation of the incident protons are discussed in the next section.
Fragmentation Hadrons
Take one incident proton, say Pl, and consider the classes and probabilities A1, A 2, A3, t/, t/' defined in Sect. 2. They lead to specific probabilities for the various numbers n b of baryons containing n~ = 1, 2 or 3 incident lines of p~. The various possibilities are listed in Table 1 as cases 1-6, with their respective probabilities. All such baryons will be called fragmentation baryons of Px.
A further type of outgoing baryon should also be included in this category, corresponding to case 7 of Table 1 (n b = n~ = 0; probability A t~/3; the probabilities of cases 1-7 add up to 1). In case 7, the three incident lines of pl emerge in three outgoing mesons (one line in each meson). This creates a surplus of 3 valence quarks over antiquarks in the set of outgoing hadrons which contain no incident line of pl, with the result that one of them must be a baryon (see two examples in Fig. 1 , where M = meson, B = baryon). It is natural to expect that this outgoing baryon flies off in the same hemisphere as Pl, a property we adopt as first part of our assumption V. It leads us to consider this baryon also as a fragmentation baryon of p~. Note that from assumptions II and V it contains 3 non-incident lines.
The 5th column of Table 1 gives, with the above definitions, the number nsb of fragmentation baryons of incident proton pl corresponding to the various
